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Cover: a collision produces a Higgs 
particle that immediately decays 
into four muons (the four red lines). 
On 4 July 2012 the LHC experi-
ments ATLAS and CMS announced 
that they had observed a new parti-
cle in the mass region around 125-
126 GeV: the long-sought Higgs 
particle. FOM Institute Nikhef con-
solidates the Dutch contribution in 
the ATLAS group and has made 
important contributions to all areas 
of the ATLAS experiment: hard-
ware, computing infrastructure, 
software and the analysis and com-
plex combination of all measure-
ment data from the measurement 
results. Credits: CERN.

About FOM

The Foundation for Fundamental Research on Matter 
(FOM) is part of the Netherlands Organisation for Scien-
tifi c Research (NWO). Since 1946 it has funded and per-
formed physics research of international repute in the 
Netherlands. As a research employer and research-
funding body, FOM has a facilitating and coordinating role 
within Dutch physics research. 

FOM currently has more than 1100 em ployees. They work 
at one of the three FOM institutes, a Dutch university or a 
foreign research institute. As an employer, FOM does eve-
rything it can to facilitate the professional development 
and career opportunities of its talented employees. 

On top of this, FOM selects and funds top quality research 
projects. FOM tries to embed research in universities and 
institutes by means of a joint agenda. FOM’s Governing 
Board determines the strategy and which activities take 
place. This includes ensuring that industry and society 
benefi t from its results and informing the public about the 
importance of the excellent research funded.

FOM invests in:

Top quality physics research
-  effective funding instruments, solid infrastructure & competitive climate;
-  ample opportunities for new developments;
-  multidisciplinary collaboration;

Physics for society
-  valorisation of knowledge from current research;
-  collaboration with industry and technology institutions;
-  research subjects relevant to society;

Sustainable energy
-  national institute for fundamental energy research;
-  focus groups at universities;
-   specifi c instrument: Fellowships for Young Energy Scientists (YES!);

The science system
-  Sector Plan Physics and Chemistry;
-  women in physics;

Research facilities
-  large research infrastructures;
-  positioning HFML as an international facility;
-  focus groups at universities.

››› www.fom.nl
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Majorana found?

This year, nano-scientists from Delft University of Technology, Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology and FOM managed to detect a Majorana particle. In the 
1930s, the highly gifted Italian physicist Majorana deduced from the quantum 
theory that an unusual particle could exist, a particle that 
is also its own antiparticle: the Majorana fermion. This 
‘Majorana’ is located exactly at the boundary of matter 
and antimatter. FOM focus group leader prof.dr.ir  Leo 
Kouwenhoven caused considerable excitement among 
physicists in February 2012 by presenting the provisional 
results of the Majorana detection at a scientifi c congress, 

which the research team subsequently published in the top journal Science on 
12 April. The research was funded by FOM and Microsoft. In 2004, FOM had 
already started a focus group under the leadership of Kouwenhoven to boost his 
highly promising research.

Preface

For Dutch physics, 2012 was a memo-
rable year. Two major breakthroughs 
were announced shortly after each 
other. In April the Majorana fermion 
was detected at the FOM workgroup in 
Delft and three months later the Higgs 
particle was detected at CERN, thanks 
in part to contributions from many 
Dutch researchers.

In 2012, FOM gave physics research in 
the Netherlands a boost by awarding 
fi ve new so-called Vrije FOM-program-
ma’s. A total of 55 Vrije programma’s 
are currently being realised in which a 
large number of physicists from diffe-
rent universities and institutes in the 
Netherlands can consolidate their 
strengths. In addition to this 27 new 
FOM Projectruimte projects started. 

For the three FOM institutes AMOLF, 
DIFFER and Nikhef, the institute evalu-
ations that are held once every six 
years were formally completed. All 
three FOM institutes were evaluated 
as excellent: a confi rmation of the top 
quality that FOM strives for. In 2012, 
the institutes continued to work hard 
on realising their strategic plans. 

During 2012, FOM also worked inten-
sively with NWO to ensure that science 

ties in well with the so-called top sec-
tors (areas identifi ed by the Dutch 
Cabinet as being important for the 
Dutch economy and innovation) and to 
realise the fi rst innovation contracts. 
These were signed in April. In these 
contracts, FOM sees opportunities for 
a new dynamicism and for new part-
nerships with industry. ‘Physics for 
science & society’ is exactly what FOM 
aims at.

In 2012, a new partnership started 
with Shell and NWO in the area of 
Computational Sciences for Energy 
Research, and two start-up compa-
nies were founded: Omics2Image and 
Single Quantum. In December, FOM 
modifi ed its mission and statutes so 
that the transfer of knowledge and 
expertise to society is now explicitly 
included as an aim. Consequently, it is 
now possible for FOM to acquire sha-
res in a start-up company in return for 
the knowledge and expertise it has 
contributed and to provide loans to 
start-up companies. 

The developments around the spear-
head ‘Physics for energy’ proceeded 
apace in 2012. One YES!-fellow star-
ted and the workshop for the kick-off 
of the new programme CO2-neutral 
fuels within the framework of the Top 
Sector Energy and the NWO theme 
Sustainable Energy was well attended. 

Researchers can submit proposals to FOM for various 
funding instruments:
- FOM-Projectruimte: for small projects up to k€ 400;
- Vrije FOM-programma’s: for research proposals ≥ M€ 1;
- Industrial Partnership Programmes: for collaboration with companies;
- YES! Fellowships Programme: postdoc programme for young energy 

researchers;
- FOm/f Programme: postdoc programme for talented female researchers 

in physics;
- scientifi c conferences and workshops in the Netherlands.

A focus group is a special type of FOM programme. Under the leadership of 
a top researcher, a FOM focus group makes a substantial contribution to 
challenging scientifi c research. FOM can appoint a focus group top down 
but also bottom up, in competition based on an approved proposal from a 
researcher.

Prof.dr.ir. Leo Kouwenhoven uses Duplo on 

Dutch national television to explain his research.

PhD researcher Vincent Mourik MSc (left) and 

Kun Zuo MSc  in front of the experimental set-up 

that they used to become the fi rst in the world to 

create Majorana particles. Credits: TUD

Artist’s impression: the new laboratory of DIFFER on the campus of 
Eindhoven University of Technology. Credits: Ector Hoogstad Architecten.
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The FOM Institute for Plasma Physics 
Rijnhuizen continued as DIFFER (Dutch 
Institute for Fundamental Energy 
Research) with effect from 1 January 
2012. The preparations for the new 
building of DIFFER in Eindhoven conti-
nued unabated. All this also has major 
consequences outside of energy 
research: two successful scientifi c 
divisions of DIFFER (FELIX and nSI) 
will continue further at a Dutch univer-
sity (Radboud University and the Uni-
versity of Twente respectively).

Collaboration with adjacent research 
areas is also one of the focal points in 
FOM’s strategic plan. The NWO the-
mes and top sectors are natural ways 
of realising this. Outside of physics, 
FOM is also actively contributing its 
ideas for improving the science sys-
tem. In 2012, the focus was on the 
further development and elaboration 
of the top sector policy and the mid-
term evaluation of the Sector Plan 
Physics and Chemistry. Research was 
also carried out into the reasons why 
female researchers leave science and 
this has resulted in several concrete 
recommendations that FOM is now 
working on. 

Large-scale research facilities and 
collaborations are vital for the realisa-
tion of groundbreaking top research. 
Therefore both within and outside of 
physics, FOM takes part in many nati-
onal and international collaborations 
and it also tries to make its own 
research facilities accessible to exter-
nal researchers. In March 2012, the 
new National Roadmap was published. 
The magnets lab HFML, which entered 
into a far-reaching partnership with 
Dresden at the end of 2012, received 
11 million euros via this roadmap to 
further expand its renowned activities. 
Neutrino telescope KM3NeT, NanoLab 
NL and the Netherlands Silicon Solar 
Cell Laboratory of ECN and AMOLF 
have remained on the National Road-
map. Importantly, the Nikhef applica-
tion for the upgrade of the LHC detec-
tors was also placed on the roadmap. 
Three other facilities were given an 
extra boost through the NWO-groot 
grant.

The science system is clearly in a tran-
sition phase at the moment due to the 
combination of fi nancial cutbacks, the 
pressure to commit more effort to the-
matic programmes, and research 
being steered by the top sectors and 

industry. On 30 October 2012, the 
Governing Board took decisions con-
cerning the accommodation of cut-
backs, which will affect virtually all 
programmes and units of FOM in the 
coming years.

Top quality

In the Top 10 Breakthroughs in Physics 
of 2012 compiled in December by Phy-
sics World, the title ‘breakthrough of 
the year’ went to the ATLAS and CMS 
collaborations at CERN for their joint 
discovery of a Higgs particle. The Top 
10 also contains two more break-
throughs arising from Dutch soil: the 
discovery by FOM workgroup leaders 

prof.dr. Allard Mosk, prof.dr. Ad 
Lagendijk and prof.dr. Willem Vos of 
the University of Twente that it is pos-
sible to look through frosted glass, and 
the detection of Majorana fermions by 
FOM focus group leader prof.dr.ir. Leo 
Kouwenhoven. Criteria for the list were 
the fundamental importance of the 
research, a signifi cant jump in know-
ledge and insight in that area, a strong 
connection between experiment and 
theory, and a general importance for 
physics.

In October 2012, the Centre for 
Science and Technology Studies 
published an overview of the most 
cited scientists in the Netherlands. 
The Top 10 contained eight physicists. 
Nobel Prize winner prof.dr. Andre Geim 
tops the list followed by many colle-
agues from Delft University of Techno-
logy: prof.dr.ir. Hans Mooij and prof.
dr.ir. Ronald Hanson, FOM workgroup 
leader prof.dr.ir. Lieven Vandersypen 
and FOM focus group leader prof.dr.ir. 
Leo Kouwenhoven. Nikhef researchers 
prof.dr. Raimond Snellings and prof.dr. 
Thomas Peitzmann, and theoretician 
prof.dr. Maxim Mostovoy from the Uni-
versity of Groningen are also listed in 
the Top 10.

The year of the Higgs particle

When the spokesperson of the ATLAS collaboration announced the results of 
ATLAS on 4 July 2012 the entire world was watching. The discovery of the 
long-expected Higgs particle had become a fact after intense analyses of the 
countless collisions by a collaboration that had started 20 years ago with a view 
to making this discovery. The images of an emotional professor Peter Higgs 
illustrated the feelings of all of the scientists involved. 

For Nikhef the discovery of the Higgs particle is also the outcome of years of 
preparations, the development of hardware, the rollout of the computing infra-
structure, the optimisation of the performance and the analysis of the ultra-
high-energy proton collisions. With analyses in two of the three ‘channels’ and 
a leading role in the collation of all of the information, the Dutch contribution to 
this discovery was unmistakable.

Nikhef researcher dr. Ivo van Vulpen is interviewed during the press 

conference at Nikhef on 4 July 2012. The press conference at CERN 

about the discovery of the Higgs particle was followed by and celebrated 

with the press and other interested persons present.

Dutch TV news (NOS Journaal) opens 

with the Higgs news on 4 July 2012.
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Output

Scientifi c publications in renowned 
journals are excellent measures of the 
quality of scientifi c research. In 2012 
FOM research yielded 1634 publicati-
ons that were reviewed by external 
referees. Of these, 9 were published in 
Nature, 5 in Science, 3 in Angewandte 
Chemie and 82 in Physical Review 

Letters. In 2012 71 FOM junior resear-
chers came to PhDs. 

People with PhDs make an important 
contribution to the knowledge eco-
nomy. They emerge from FOM and 
take the knowledge and skills they 
have acquired with them. This also 
applies to foreign PhDs, who on gai-
ning their doctorate often settle down 
in the Netherlands. This is how the 
most effective contribution of research 
to society occurs, both within and out-
side of industry. The overview  (middle 
left) shows where the PhD researchers 
from 2012 went to.

FOM Institutes 

In 2012, the evaluation of the three 
FOM institutes AMOLF, DIFFER and 
Nikhef was formally completed. On 
behalf of NWO, an external panel of 
international experts evaluated the 
FOM institutes in 2010 and 2011 and 
gave all three the highest qualifi cation: 
‘excellent’. The evaluations were 
highly praising of the groundbreaking 
research, the national function and 

facilities of the institutes, and their 
global top position within their scien-
tifi c fi eld. The panels explicitly empha-
sised the importance of ongoing sup-
port from NWO to the institutes. 
NWO’s Governing Board made a one-
off extra payment to the institutes: 
AMOLF and DIFFER each received 
925,000 euros and Nikhef 1.17 million 
euros. Nevertheless, in 2012 it was 
decided that the institutes would be 
structurally reduced by 450,000 euros 
per year with effect from 2013.

FOM awards four scientifi c prizes. With the FOM Physics Thesis Award FOM 
rewards the best physics PhD thesis each year. The aim of the FOM Valorisa-
tion Prize is to encourage know ledge valorisation from physics research. This 
annual prize is for a Dutch researcher (or group) in physics who has (have) 
successfully made his (their) research results useful for society. The FOM 
Valorisation Chapter Prize encourages FOM PhDs to devote a separate chapter 
in their theses to opportunities for knowledge utilisation.

››› www.fom.nl/prizes

The prize winners of the FOM prizes 2012 receive their prize 

from State Secretary drs. Sander Dekker. From left to right: 

prof.dr. Joost Frenken, State Secretary drs. Sander Dekker, 

dr. Anton Akhmerov, dr Ernst Jan Vesseur. Credits: Bram Saeys.

Polman and Atwater win ‘Nobel Prize’ for energy

Prof.dr. Albert Polman, director of FOM institute AMOLF and his colleague from 
Caltech, prof.dr. Harry Atwater have won the prestigious ENI Renewable and 
Non-Conventional Energy Prize 2012. They have received this Prize for their 
research into effi cient solar cells based on a nanophotonic design. The jury 
assessed their candidacy for the prize as ‘outstanding and fully deserving the 
Prize’. The Prize, a sum of 200,000 euros was presented to the researchers on 
15 June in Rome in the presence of the 
Italian president. 

In their research, Polman and Atwater 
have demonstrated that applying smart 
nanostructures in the solar cell allows the 
different colours of light to be absorbed 
better and the light to be converted into 
electricity far more effi ciently. As a result 
of this solar cells can also be produced far 
more thinly and cheaply from the scarce 
natural materials. Furthermore, the nano-
techniques are applicable on a large 
scale.

Prof.dr. Albert Polman and prof.dr. Harry Atwater receive the 

ENI Renewable and Non-Conventional Energy Prize 2012 

from the Italian president Giorgio Napolitano.

FOM-output 2012

PhD theses 71 
refereed articles 1634
other publications  2667
patents 12

Career choices FOM PhDs who gained their doctorate in 2012

sector number percentage

Dutch industry 6 8,5
Dutch services sector 10 14,1
Dutch research institution 8 11,3
Dutch university 9 12,7
Dutch education 1 1,4
industry abroad 2 2,8
services sector abroad 1 1,4
research institution abroad 9 12,7
university abroad 9 12,7
looking for a job 8 11,3
unknown 8 11,3
     
total 71 100

The FOM institutes are the driving 
force behind, or coordinator of, spe-
cifi c research areas and realise 
these responsibilities in close col-
laboration with the universities. 
They have a research budget as 
part of their strategic plan.
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In 2012, the Young Academy of Europe was 
launched. This is a platform for European young 
talented scientists with an ERC Starting Grant. 
The fi rst annual meeting was held on 7 and 8 
December 2012 in Brussels and about 100 peo-
ple attended it. This initiative could be interes-
ting for young talented group leaders. The plan 
is to organise a Dutch ERC Starting Grant net-

work meeting in the spring of 2013. Nikhef 
researcher dr. Andre Mischke is one of the initi-
ators of the academy. For this he received com-
mendation from the rector of Utrecht University: 
an appreciation for extra activities undertaken 
by staff.

››› www.yacadeuro.org

 www.amolf.nl

 www.differ.nl

www.nikhef.nl

AMOLF in 2012
People (in fte) 31-12-2012
 permanent scientifi c staff 11,85
 PhDs 64,19
 postdocs 31,05
 permanent support staff 56,38
 temporary support staff 9,44
Finances (in million Euros)
 total activity level  16,22
Output
 PhD theses  13
 refereed articles  57
 other articles 171
 patents 5

DIFFER in 2012
People (in fte) 31-12-2012
 permanent scientifi c staff 18,91
 PhDs 31,30
 postdocs 10,93
 permanent support staff 67,43
 temporary support staff 6,80
Finances (in million Euros)
 total activity level  14,54
Output
 PhD theses  9
 refereed articles  144
 other articles 281
 patents 3

Nikhef in 2012
People (in fte) 31-12-2012
 permanent scientifi c staff  36,85
 PhDs 50,75
 postdocs 29,65
 permanent support staff 92,99
 temporary support staff 9,85
Finances (in million Euros)
 total activity level  25,17
Output
 PhD theses  16
 refereed articles  579
 other articles 430
 patents 1

Nikhef director prof.dr. Frank Linde and ATLAS 

group leader prof.dr. Stan Bentvelsen proudly 

point to the cover of the Nikhef Annual Report 

2011, which already sported the mass of the 

Higgs particle.

AMOLF (Amsterdam) is the driving force behind 
new developments within nanophotonics and 
biophysics.

DIFFER, the new FOM Institute for Fundamental Energy 
Research (Nieuwegein), carries out fundamental 
energy research in the area of fusion energy and solar 
fuels. DIFFER will move to the campus of Eindhoven 
University of Technology.

Nikhef (Amsterdam) focuses on particle 
physics and astroparticle physics, investigating 
the smallest building blocks of matter and has 
a national coordinating role.

In November 2012 a successful Industrial 

Affi liates Day was held at AMOLF, where existing 

industrial links were strengthened and new ones made.

While pressing the button on 16 April 2013, State 

Secretary drs. Halbe Zijlstra switched on a system that 

provides a good illustration of the future of FOM Institute 

DIFFER: full of energy en route to a new future.
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Industry

Industrial Partnership 
Programmes

In May 2012, funding was awarded to 
the proposal for the second phase of 
the IPP ‘Topological quantum compu-
tation’ of prof.dr.ir. Leo Kouwenhoven 
(TUD) with partner Microsoft. 

At the end of 2012, a large-scale 
public private partnership between 

FOM, Shell and NWO in the area of 
fundamental energy research started. 
With this initiative, NWO and FOM 
want to further strengthen the disci-
pline of computational sciences in the 
Netherlands. Shell ultimately wants to 
recruit new researchers from the 
talented PhDs for its research centre 
in Bangalore, India. FOM is the lead 
party in this programme, which will 
eventually provide 75 PhD positions 
and a considerable investment in the 
Dutch knowledge infrastructure, such 
as tenure-track appointments and 
new hardware at Dutch universities 
and institutes. The Shell contribution 
and the corresponding TKI allowance 
amount to a total of 24 million euros; of 
this 20 million euros is earmarked for 
projects in the area of computational 
sciences across the entire spectrum of 
the physical and technical sciences (a 
total of 60 PhD positions). To compen-
sate for these contributions, FOM will 
nominate a further 15 talented resear-
chers to go and work for Shell in India. 
A pilot call in 2012 resulted in 22 PhD 
positions. In addition to this, Shell also 
funded three geosciences-related PhD 
positions at FOM. An annual call for 
new projects is planned for the next 
four years. The programmes ‘CO2-
neutral fuels’ and ‘Uncertainty reduc-
tion in smart energy grids’ in the 

framework of the NWO theme Sustai-
nable Energy each received two mil-
lion euros.

››› www.fom.nl/cser

Top sectors

FOM is involved in a number of top 
sectors. These are areas that are 
particularly important for the Dutch 
economy and for which the govern-
ment wants to develop a coherent 
agenda together with industry and 
the knowledge institutions, in which 
the keywords are innovation, crea-
tivity and entrepreneurship. Top 
sectors most strongly related to 
physics research are: High Tech 
Systems & Materials, Energy, 
Chemistry, Water, Agri&Food and 
Life Sciences & Health. 

The starting point of the top sectors 
policy ties in with how FOM collabo-
rates with industry. FOM sees that 
several possibilities to facilitate inno-
vative dynamics have not been fully 
utilised so far and that due to current 
cutbacks the scope to strongly sup-
port the policy, without this having a 
detrimental effect on FOM’s curiosity-
driven research, is limited. FOM is 
committed to realising the top sector 
policy through the existing instru-
ments in combination with several 
new initiatives; besides the missions 
for the institutes, the Industrial Part-
nership Programmes are especially 
suitable for this.

A further aim of the top sectors policy 
is to increase the investments industry 
makes in research at knowledge insti-
tutions by means of an allowance on 
investments from industry. This allo-
wance is a fi xed percentage over the 
cash contributions from companies to 
public-private partnerships within a 
Top Consortium for Knowledge and 
Innovation (TKI). This TKI allowance 
goes to the TKI, and so does not auto-
matically benefi t the public private 

partnership that has raised the allo-
wance. FOM is making efforts to rea-
lise a strong link between the pro-
gramme and the spending of the 
allowance to maximise the incentive 
for companies to invest.

In the summer of 2012, 19 TKIs were 
established for the nine top sectors. In 
a TKI, the government, companies and 
research institutions consolidate their 
strengths with the aim of facilitating 
the public-private partnership. In 
the coming period, an update of the 
so-called roadmaps will also take 
place within many of the top sectors. 
These roadmaps give specifi c direc-
tion, in collaboration with researchers 
involved. 

For the Top Sector High Tech Systems 
and Materials (HTSM), the TKI offi ce is 
run by FOM. The day-to-day manage-
ment of the HTSM TKI offi ce is in the 
hands of programme coordinator dr. 
Pieter de Witte, who until very recently 
worked at the IPP offi ce of FOM. FOM 
programme coordinator dr. Jasper 
Reijnders started in September as the 
knowledge secretary of the Top Team 
Energy.

FOM valorisation projects

FOM makes extra funding available 
to encourage knowledge utilisation 
from the scientifi c research it 
funds. FOM thus provides a boost to 
the ambition of enabling fundamen-
tal research to contribute more to 
the Dutch knowledge economy 
without compromising scientifi c 
quality. These valorisation projects 
have been made fi nancially possi-
ble with a special grant FOM 
received from NWO for knowledge 
utilisation. 

AMOLF
In 2012, AMOLF concluded a collabo-
ration agreement with ECN in the area 
of solar cells. The aim is to form a 
knowledge chain of fundamental 
knowledge from AMOLF that will be 

Part of FOM’s research is in areas 
where society and industry need 
more fundamental knowledge. 
Within the Industrial Partnership 
Programmes (IPP) FOM resear-
chers collaborate with companies 
where the chances of fundamental 
research leading to economic inno-
vations are the greatest. FOM 
makes a budget of about 3 million 
Euros per year available for this 
instrument. The companies 
involved fund at least half of such 
an IPP. Moreover, FOM encourages 
the entrepreneurial skills of its 
young talent with training courses 
and fi nancial support.

IPP-partners as of 

31 December 

2012.
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Vandersypen (Phase 1) and former 
FOM researchers dr. Alex Yanson 
(Phase 1) and dr. Michel Versluis 
(Phase 2) also received a grant. This 
means that since the autumn of 2010, 
FOM has honoured six proposals for 
Valorisation Grant Phase 1 and one 
proposal for Valorisation Grant Phase 
2. Despite the success of FOM resear-
chers in the Valorisation Grant funding 
rounds, FOM has had to end its contri-
bution to future funding rounds as a 
result of the cutbacks.

Start-ups

Early in 2012, the start-up Single 
Quantum was founded. This com-
pany develops and supplies single-
photon detectors for scientifi c and 
industrial applications where the 
highest requirements are set with res-
pect to the detector sensitivity. The 
start-up emerged from the FOM focus 
group of prof.dr.ir. Leo Kouwenhoven 
in Delft. The entrepreneurs/sharehol-
ders are FOM employee dr. Val Zwiller 
(Scientifi c Advisor), Delft University of 
Technology (TUD) postdoc ir. Sander 
Dorenbosch (CTO), and former FOM 
programme coordinator drs. Floor van 
de Pavert (CEO). On 16 October 2012, 
the agreements between TUD, FOM, 
NWO and Single Quantum about the 
transfer of knowledge and the use of 
facilities at TUD were signed at a spe-
cial ceremony. Single Quantum also 
received a start-up loan. 

In 2012, AMOLF was involved in two 
start-ups. The company Omics2 
Image has been set up to transfer 
knowledge from the group of prof.dr. 
Ron Heeren to the market. The fi rst 
product is an IonPix camera, which 
can rapidly take large numbers of 
molecular photos. Omics2Image sold 
a fi rst system within several months of 
starting up. 

In addition, AMOLF concluded an 
agreement in 2012 with DELMIC, a 
start-up from Delft. DELMIC will 
take a cathodoluminescence system 
developed by AMOLF and market it 
under the name SPARC. With this 
imaging system, nanophotonic and 
microphotonic structures can be stu-
died with a very high sensitivity and 

incorporated into new generations of 
solar cells by ECN. Within this context 
ECN has already taken over various 
patents from AMOLF.

DIFFER
The knowledge consortium ITER-NL 
involves Dutch science and industry in 
the fusion reactor ITER. A concrete 
example of valorisation activity within 
ITER-NL is the Remote Handling Study 
Centre that DIFFER recently started 
using in collaboration with Heemskerk 
Innovative Technologies. Here pro-
posed components for ITER are tested 
in virtual reality to make them suitable 
for remote maintenance using robot 
arms. In 2012, this study centre 
received two commissions from ITER. 
The fi rst concerned setting up an aug-
mented reality system for remote 
maintenance. In the second commis-
sion, within the context of a frame-
work agreement, the study centre 
together with European partners is 
making the ITER diagnostics suitable 
for remote handling. ITER commissi-
ons were also won by the companies 
3D-Metal Forming and DeMaCo, who 
were previously guided by ITER-NL in 
the development and construction of 
prototypes for ITER.

ITER-NL manages a server in which 
the expertise areas of interested com-
panies are matched with ITER’s con-
struction jobs. Companies are made 
aware of opportunities through news-
letters, information meetings and an 
annual industry day. An Industrial Liai-
son Offi cer (ILO) also represents com-
panies during conferences. At the initi-
ative of the ITER-NL ILO (together with 
fellow ILOs from other Big Science 
projects, with support from NWO and 

from the Ministry of Economic Affairs 
(Agentschap NL), Confederation of 
Netherlands Industry and Employers 
and sector organisations) an ILO portal 
was set up in 2012 as a Big Science 
contact point for Dutch high-tech 
companies. In this context, the fi rst 
Big Science Industry Afternoon was 
organised in October 2012 at DIFFER 
and this attracted almost 100 partici-
pants from industry.

Nikhef
Nikhef won an engineering contract 
from ASML in 2012. Intensive discus-
sions were also held with Shell about 
collaboration in the development of 
equipment for seismic campaigns (as 
an extension of Nikhef’s gravitational 
waves research). In addition, Nikhef 
has continued its long-standing and 
fruitful collaboration with PANalytical. 
The data centre activities (especially 
for clients of the Amsterdam Internet 
Exchange) have also grown further in 
2012.

Valorisation Grant 

FOM participates in the Valorisation 
Grant, a funding instrument from 
Technology Foundation STW for the 
creation of new innovative com-
merce that is a consequence of 
knowledge utilisation at universities 
and public knowledge institutions.

In July 2012, FOM awarded Valorisa-
tion Grant Phase 1 to AMOLF director 
prof.dr. Albert Polman to explore the 
commercial possibilities of the new 
ARCIS research instrument. FOM 
workgroup leader prof.dr.ir. Lieven 

FOM research regularly yields 
patent applications. In 2012, 
eight proposals were submitted, 
four published and one previous 
proposal was awarded. The know-
ledge trading policy of FOM is pri-
marily focused on making the 
results from FOM research acces-
sible to third parties. Acquiring its 
own patent portfolio is not one of 
FOM’s objectives. If there is a pos-
sibility of patenting then FOM seeks 
a user as quickly as possible. Usu-
ally a patent is only applied for if 
there is an interested party who 
wants to purchase the new know-
ledge. FOM amended its statutes in 
2012 so that it could fully realise the 
start-up policy developed. In future, 
the transfer of the knowledge 
and expertise to society will be an 
explicit objective of FOM. As a 
result of the amended statutes FOM 
can participate in, and provide 
loans to, start-up companies. This 
can be done, for example, through 
direct or indirect participation in 
P2IP, the holding under which start-
up companies from Nikhef and 
AMOLF fall.

On Friday 7 September State Secretary drs. Halbe Zijlstra presented the 

24 Valorisation Grants from Technology Foundation STW to several FOM 

researchers. Credits: STW.

The Remote Handling Study Centre at DIFFER.
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precision. In the coming years, AMOLF 
will provide a test environment for 
new technologies from DELMIC. 

In 2012, AMOLF also joined the 
investment company Particle Phy-
sics Inside Products (P2IP) BV set 
up by Nikhef and 1&12 Investment 
Partners. Nikhef start-up Amster-
dam Scientifi c Instruments (ASI) 
experienced considerable growth in 
2012 thanks to an increase in the 
orders portfolio. ASI focuses on the 
development and sale of photon 
detection equipment based on Medi-
pix technology. At the end of 2012, the 
number of employees had grown from 
one to fi ve. The civil engineering world 
has a lot of interest in the technology 
provided by Sensifl ex. However, the 
developments at that company are 
less clear due to the voluntary resig-
nation of the CEO. Sensifl ex focuses 
on the marketing of the Rasnik align-
ment system (developed by Nikhef) in 
non-scientifi c applications. 

SolMateS, a high-tech company with 
twenty employees located at Kennis-
park Twente, has received its fi rst 

order for the delivery of the PiezoFlare 
1200. SolMateS specialises in the 
development and commercialisation of 
chip production machines that can 
apply a thin layer of movable material 
to the computer chip. The company 
received a start-up loan from FOM in 
2008.

Collaborations

Collaboration with adjacent research 
areas is also one of the focal points of 
FOM. This collaboration is incorpora-
ted in almost all of FOM’s activities. 
FOM is also playing an active role in 
other current and new multidiscipli-
nary developments. At an international 
level, FOM is involved in a wide range 
of activities as an organising partner 
or participant.

On 17 and 18 January 2012, the 
annual Physics@FOM Veldhoven 2012 
congress took place at the NH De 
Koningshof. With more than 1800 par-
ticipants a new attendance record was 
achieved (that was broken again in 

2013). For participants, the congress 
is the place to be when it comes to fol-
lowing the latest developments in phy-
sics, networking and making new con-
tacts. Internationally renowned 
keynote speakers, professors Alain 
Aspect, Charles Kane and Juan Mal-
dacena, fi lled the plenary programme. 
In addition, participants could choose 
from 200 lectures and 421 poster pre-
sentations from all disciplines in phy-
sics. In keeping with tradition, the sci-
entifi c FOM prizes were ceremoniously 
awarded during the splendid Tuesday 
evening dinner.

NWO themes and 
top sectors

Developments around the Top Sector 
HTSM exert a considerable infl uence 

on the design of the NWO theme 
HTSM. The fi rst innovation contract for 
2012 from the Top Sector HTSM was 
signed in April 2012. Sixteen road-
maps form the intrinsic basis for the 
Top Sector HTSM. 

In 2012, Technology Foundation STW 
together with ZonMw and FOM orga-
nised and open, broad HTSM call, in 
which proposals for nanotechnology 
research in partnership with compa-
nies could be submitted. After a selec-
tion procedure, the STW Board selec-
ted 32 proposals as eligible for 
funding. Within this set, eight of the 
ten project proposals have a physics 
component. The director of FOM 
selected four of these proposals that 
will be realised by FOM. 
The FOM institutes, together with the 
other NWO institutes, make an impor-
tant contribution to the development of 
advanced instrumentation for large 
research facilities. This knowledge is 
also vitally important for industry, 
especially in the HTSM sector, and 
concerns both the development and 
transfer of knowledge as equally the 
supply of parts for the construction of 
large facilities. Over the past year a lot 
of effort has been made to draft a pro-
posal within the Top Sector HTSM for 
the realisation of a Roadmap Advan-
ced Instrumentation. This is an impor-
tant area in which about 120 - mainly 
smaller - companies are active in 
close cooperation with knowledge 

Physics with Industry

Together with Technology Foundation STW and the Lorentz Center, FOM orga-
nised the third edition of the workshop Physics with Industry in November 
2012. More than 50 young physicists and researchers from fi ve companies 
came together for a week to work on fi ve physics problems. The aim of this 
workshop is to allow young physicists to actively help in solving problems from 
industry, to let them become acquainted with industry and to bring companies 
into contact with talented researchers. This year the research problems came 

from the companies Janssen Precision Engi-
neering, MicroDish, NXP, PamGene and 
Shell. The companies were surprised by the 
results that the researchers presented after 
just a few days of brainstorming, discus-
sing, calculating and sometimes measuring 
as well. NXP even gained a patent applica-
tion thanks to the workshop. The fi ve com-
panies can now work on elaborating the 
new insights, possibly together with the 
new contacts they have made.

Announcement 

Physics with Industry 2012.
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NWO realises its strategic policy 
with the aid of several research 
themes. FOM is active in some of 
these themes. In NWO’s strategy 
‘Growing through knowledge’ for 
the period 2011-2014 the choice 
was made to reduce the number of 
themes from thirteen to nine. Two 
of the current nine themes are 
inspired by the top sectors of the 
Dutch cabinet. The most relevant 
NWO themes for FOM are Sustaina-
ble Energy and High Tech Systems 
and Materials (the old theme Nano 
has been incorporated in this). 

Physics@FOM Veldhoven 2012. Registration and Netwerklunch. 

Credits: Bram Saeys.
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institutions. The plans will be further 
elaborated during the coming months. 
A call will also be made upon the TKI 
allowance. This development is impor-
tant for FOM as it will enable the larger 
research facilities to connect more 
easily with the top sector policy.

Within the top sector policy, nanotech-
nology has been designated as an 
important subject that cuts across dif-
ferent top sectors and therefore has its 
own roadmap, which resides under the 
Top Sector HTSM. This roadmap con-
tains the planned research activities 
for the coming years in public-private 
partnerships in the area of nanotech-
nology. FOM is also involved at a Euro-
pean level, for example through the 
NANOSciE+ partnership programme. 
In July 2012, the European NANOfutu-
res Integrated Research and Industrial 
Roadmap for European Nanotechno-
logy was published.

Sector Plan Physics and 
Chemistry

The Sector Plan Physics and Chemis-
try is a unique joint effort between 
direct and indirect government funding 
and sets out a course for the future 
development and profi ling of physics 
and chemistry. At the start of July 
2012, the fi rst interim report was 
published and sent to the then State 
Secretary for Education, Culture and 
Science, drs. Halbe Zijlstra. In this 
report, the universities, NWO Chemi-
cal Sciences and FOM gave account 
for the resources they had received 
since 2011 within the framework of 
the sector plan, a total of 20 million 
euros per year. Due to the Cabinet for-
mation that was still taking place at 
the time, the discussion about a pos-
sible second fi nancial boost has been 
postponed until 2013. The sector plan 
has visibly contributed to the profi ling 
and focusing of university research. 
The deployment of own funds from 
FOM and NWO Chemical Sciences is 
appreciated. Other provisional conclu-
sions are that the implementation has 
been vigorously tackled: of the 88 
positions allocated, 62 were occupied 

in July 2012, of which 22 by a woman. 
However, more women will need to be 
appointed to the remaining posts to 
realise the percentage of women 
agreed upon. 

In October 2012 an inventory of the 
fi rst-year students in physics and 
technical physics at universities and 
universities of applied sciences took 
place. Compared to 2011 there has 
been an increase of 6%: a strong 
growth, also after the magic boundary 
of 1000 students had been reached in 
2011. For the sector plan this is an 
encouraging development.

Universities

With the agreement of the deans of the 
science faculties, the Platform Univer-
sity Physics was established in 2012. 
This informal platform consists of two 
representatives from each university 
involved in physics. FOM is represen-
ted as a guest by its chair and director 
and it also provides the secretary. The 
initial goal of the platform is to develop 
a broadly supported vision on the 
future of university physics for the next 
fi ve to ten years. The focus is primarily 
on research. Other aims of the plat-
form are the exchange of best practi-
ces and issuing solicited and unsolici-
ted advice. Subjects discussed in 2012 
were the development of graduate 
schools, how to deal with tenure-track 
appointees, the fi rst interim report 
about the implementation of the Sector 
Plan Physics and Chemistry, and the 
research visitation physics.

EU

In 2012, six Future and Emerging 
Technologies (FET) Flagship pilot pro-
jects were developed. FET Flagships 
are large-scale, scientifi c, multidisci-
plinary initiatives, in the context of the 
Information and Communication Tech-
nology theme of the EU’s Seventh 
Framework Programme. FOM is 
mainly contributing ideas to the prepa-
ration for a Flagship in the area of 
graphene research. In 2013, the EU 
will release half of the funding for two 
of the six fl agships. It has since been 
announced that the Flagship Graphene 
is one of the fi rst two Flagships to be 
awarded funding. The other is the 
Human Brain Project. 

The European Union is becoming an 
increasingly important fi nancier of sci-
entifi c research. FOM is keeping a 
close eye on what happens in Europe 
and how it can best respond to this. 
FOM will further explore the opportu-
nities during the coming year.

Energy research

FOM is trying to give new impulses to 
physical aspects of fundamental 
energy research. That is one of the 
spearheads of the current strategy. In 
2012, the FOM Institute for Plasma 
Physics Rijnhuizen offi cially became 
DIFFER. Besides the new name, the 
contours for new lines of research 
were also laid out. 

In 2012, no new focus groups for fun-
damental energy research were awar-
ded funding. The current two groups 
are: ‘Next generation organic photo-
voltaics’ (RUG) and ‘Light manage-
ment in new photovoltaic materials’ 
(AMOLF). 

This year FOM started a large-scale 
collaboration in the form of an Indus-
trial Partnership Programme ‘Compu-
tational sciences for energy research’ 
together with Shell and NWO.

One new YES! Fellow was appointed in 
2012: former FOM PhD researcher dr. 
Richard Stevens. He will carry out his 
research into the interaction between 
wind turbines at the Johns Hopkins 
University in Baltimore, USA. In 2012 a 
call for the last available YES! position 
was published. At the start of 2013 
that resulted in a last YES! Fellow. The 
Fellowships for Young Energy Scien-
tists’ (YES!) Programme is aimed at 
young, highly promising researchers 
with a PhD who have innovative ideas 
in the area of energy, generation, 

Number of fi rst-year students in physics, astronomy and technical physics at the general and technical 

universities from 1982 until 2012. The number of fi rst-year students enrolled in technical physics courses at 

universities of applied sciences has been added since 1993. Credits: Nederlands Tijdschrift voor de 

Natuurkunde, December 2012.
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Large-scale 
research facilities

For FOM, structured European part-
nerships are the Dutch contribution to 
research in high-energy physics with 
the LHC at CERN, projects in astropar-
ticle physics such as ANTARES, 
KM3NeT, Pierre Auger, Virgo and 
XENON, and the European fusion pro-
gramme focused on ITER. The FOM 
institutes Nikhef and DIFFER both 
serve as the home base for the Dutch 
contribution to European partnerships. 
Below an overview of the large 
research facilities including the exter-
nal use of these in 2012.

In March 2012, the Ministry of Educa-
tion, Culture and Science published 
the new National Roadmap for 
Large-Scale Research Facilities. The 
aim of this was to revise the National 
Roadmap from 2008 and to allocate 
the NWO funds for large-scale infra-
structure. The High Field Magnet 
Laboratory under the leadership of 
FOM workgroup leader prof.dr. Jan 
Kees Maan received 11 million euros 
to further expand its world-leading 
activities. The neutrino telescope 
KM3NeT, NanoLab NL and the Nether-
lands Silicon Solar Cell Laboratory of 
ECN and AMOLF remained on the 
roadmap. The Nikhef application for 

the upgrade of the LHC detectors also 
received a place on the roadmap, 
which is important because only the 
facilities on the roadmap can partici-
pate in the interim funding round in 
2013. FOM is also making an effort to 
realise a Roadmap ‘Advanced Instru-
mentation’ in the Top Sector HTSM.

With the NWO-groot programme 
NWO invested a total of 15.5 million 
euros in large equipment, data collec-
tions and software in 2012. For the 
research project ‘Advanced Virgo’ 
Nikhef received an NWO-groot grant 
of 2 million euros. This project, under 
the leadership of prof.dr. Jo van den 
Brand, is a high-tech project that aims 
to detect gravitational waves, ripples 
in space-time predicted by Albert Ein-
stein, by means of a laser interferome-
try. The French-Italian-Dutch collabo-
ration will use these observations to 
investigate the fundamental nature of 
gravity, to determine cosmological 
parameters and also to search for 
signals from the Big Bang.

FOM workgroup leaders prof.dr. Bert 
Koopmans and prof.dr. Paul Koenraad 
also received an NWO-groot grant. 
Koopmans and Koenraad are part of 
the nanocluster of the Department of 
Applied Physics at Eindhoven Univer-
sity of Technology. The new equip-
ment offers the researchers the pos-
sibility to combine an electron beam 
and ion beam for both manufacturing 
and analysis purposes.

FELIX
On 15 March 2012, the free electron 
laser FELIX produced its last photon in 
Nieuwegein. Preparations were then 
started for the relocation of the facility 
to Nijmegen and its rebuilding there. 
From 2013 onwards this facility will 
continue at Radboud University Nijme-
gen as a FOM focus group and toge-
ther with the top facilities already 
there, HFML and FLARE, it will form a 
unique research location.

HFML
The High Field Magnet Laboratory 
(HFML) in Nijmegen - a collaboration 
between Radboud University Nijmegen 
and FOM - is an international leading 
research facility where each year 
dozens of researchers from many dif-
ferent countries come to do their expe-
riments. The HFML has received 11 
million euros through the National 
Roadmap - see above. In addition to 
this FOM, the Radboud University Nij-
megen and the German Helmholtz-
Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) 
signed a memorandum of understan-
ding on 26 September 2012 to streng-
then cooperation in the area of high 
magnetic fi elds and free electron 
lasers. Both laboratories possess a 
unique combination of strong fi elds 
with infrared free electron lasers 

storage and transport and who aspire 
to a scientifi c career in fundamental 
energy research. FOM has launched 
this funding instrument with the aim of 
cultivating a new generation of young, 
excellent and original energy resear-
chers in order to make a contribution 
to the continuous strengthening and 
renewal of the Dutch position in inter-
national energy research. 

NWO theme and Top 
Sector Energy

FOM/N is lead party of the NWO theme 
Sustainable Energy and in this works 
together with the following NWO divi-
sions: Earth and Life Sciences, Chemi-
cal and Physical Sciences, Social Sci-
ences, Humanities, and Technology 
Foundation STW. Through this theme, 
energy research within NWO is conso-
lidated and multidisciplinary initiatives 
are developed. Within NWO, FOM is 
also the lead party for the Top Sector 
Energy. 

In 2012 FOM, in collaboration with 
NWO Chemical Sciences, Technology 
Foundation STW, Shell and Alliander, 
developed a multidisciplinary national 
scientifi c programme in the area of 
producing clean fuels from water and 
carbon dioxide as part of the NWO 
theme Sustainable Energy. The pro-
gramme forms part of the NWO pro-
gramming for the Top Sector Energy 
and brings together researchers and 
industrial partners from the chemical, 
technical and physical disciplines. The 
jointly established research frame-
work for this programme was dis-
cussed with researchers and repre-
sentatives from industry during a 
workshop that was organised by FOM 
on 27 November 2012 in Woerden 
Castle. The workshop was a huge suc-
cess. About ninety representatives 
from industry and knowledge institu-
tions were present and they expressed 
considerable enthusiasm for the pro-
gramme. The research framework 
forms the basis for a call planned early 
2013. In addition, this programme 
strengthens the new line of research 
of DIFFER in the area of solar fuels.

Prof.dr. Jan Kees Maan, director 

of HFML, shortly after the 

announcement that the High Field 

Magnet Laboratory (HFML) has 

kept its place on the National 

Roadmap for Large-Scale Research 

Facilities and will also receive a 

grant of 11 million euros. 

Credits: FOM/RU.

Prof.dr.ir. Richard van de Sanden opens 

the workshop ‘CO2-neutral fuels’.

Large-scale research facilities are 
increasingly essential for the reali-
sation of groundbreaking top 
research. This demands well-con-
sidered choices at a national level 
and a good funding instrument with 
structural budgets of substantial 
size. FOM wants to help establish 
and exploit large facilities in the 
Netherlands that have an internati-
onal status and to help Dutch 
researchers gain access to the faci-
lities abroad. In its directive role for 
Dutch physics, these ambitions of 
FOM cover both  the FOM institutes 
and the universities.
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Personnel policy

With its personnel policy, FOM aims to 
acquire and retain top talent or to ena-
ble such well-equipped talent to pur-
sue a career elsewhere. More than 
two-thirds (68 percent) of FOM 
employees had a temporary contract 
at the end of 2012. These are mainly 
PhDs (46 percent) and postdocs (17 
percent). Almost two-thirds (65 per-
cent) of the PhDs and postdocs come 
from abroad. The total number of 
employees rose by 3 percent in 2012.

PhD students

FOM aims to actively supervise and 
support its PhD students so that they 
are attractive for the employment 
market due to their exceptional quality 
and skills. FOM therefore organises 
training courses for its PhDs in the 
areas of effi cient working, applying for 
a job, writing scientifi c English, functi-
oning in the Netherlands, presenta-
tion, and career planning. Upon 
request FOM also provides personal 
coaching to researchers. 

On 11 May 2012, the training course 
‘How to get funded’ was held for the 
fi rst time. The new one-day course 
was given by professor Mischa Bonn, 
former AMOLF researcher and now 
director of the German Max Planck 
Institute for Polymer Research. FOM 
had already held a try out session of 
the course at the Young Scientists’ 
Day 2012 and the evaluation of that 
was exceptionally positive! The parti-
cipants (7 PhDs and 6 postdocs) expli-
citly asked for the workshop to be held 
in an expanded form and that is why 
FOM started this pilot.

Women in physics

(ELBE in Dresden and FELIX in Nijme-
gen). With the help of this type of 
intense radiation, an entirely new area 
of magnetic fi eld research can be 
opened up. The parties have now 
signed for an even more intensive 
collaboration, with a greater exchange 
of expertise and technological know-
ledge and greater collaboration in new 
projects.

ITER 
The construction of the international 
fusion reactor ITER at Cadarache in 
the south of France is fully underway. 
One of the highlights from 2012 is that 
by the summer, all of the nuclear licen-
ces for the construction of ITER had 
been granted. However, there is still a 
long way to go, because if everything 
proceeds according to plan, ITER will 

only become operational at the end of 
2020 and then the fi rst plasma can be 
generated. The EU is paying 46 per-
cent of the costs of this global project. 
FOM is responsible for the programme 
direction of the partnership ITER-NL2. 
In this TNO, the FOM Foundation (via 
the FOM Institute DIFFER), the Nuclear 
Research and consultancy Group and 
Eindhoven University of Technology 
are working together. The aim is to 
make high-value participation of 
Dutch scientists in the scientifi c ITER 
programme possible and to conclude 
ITER contracts with Dutch companies 
that lead to new spin-offs, such as a 
pilot job for the company 3D-Metal 
Forming for the construction of the 
cockpit of the Airbus A380 using 
explosive techniques.

In the spring of 2010 FOM signed 
the women’s charter ‘Talent to the 
Top’ together with many other 
Dutch employers. With this FOM 
has committed itself to taking mea-
sures to acquire and retain more 
female talent in the organisation. 
The signing of the charter obliges 
FOM to formulate clear and measu-
rable objectives and FOM believes it 
is particularly important to ensure 
these are feasible. Since 1998 FOM 
has maintained the FOm/f Pro-
gramme in which it, for example, 
awards individual postdoc positi-
ons. The FOm/f Grant is for women 
who want to clearly shape their 
career within Dutch physics in the 
longer term. With this grant FOM 
supports female physicists at a cru-
cial and vulnerable point in their 
career and gives them the opportu-
nity to acquire a good foundation for 
their next career step. In addition to 
this, bridging grants can be awar-
ded to faculties and research insti-
tutes who wish to appoint a woman 
to a tenured position. FOM contri-
butes to this for a maximum period 
of fi ve years. Other activities in the 
FOm/f incentive programme are the 
FOm/f Symposium held every other 
year, the possibility for female PhDs 
to receive coaching, and the 
Minerva Prize, also awarded every 
other year.External users in 2012 of large research facilities

 external use*  foreign use
facility (in % of total use) (in % of external use)

AGOR (KVI) 68 80
FELIX (DIFFER)**  68 65
FELICE (DIFFER)** 14 0
HFML (RU) 76 86
Massspectrometres AMOLF  25  63
Amsterdam nanoCenter  6  0

* Users from outside the department, laboratory or institute where 
the facility is located. The external use varies considerably between 
years.
**In connection with the relocation to Radboud University Nijmegen 
this facility was in use until 15 March 2012.

To celebrate the signing of the memorandum of understanding, 

HFML director prof.dr. Jan Kees Maan (second from right) symbolically 

hands over a plaque containing a sample of the HFML magnet to the 

German colleagues prof.dr. Joachim Wosnitza, prof.dr. Roland Sauerbrey 

and prof.dr. Peter Joehnk (from left to right). Credits: FOM/RU
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Since the formulation of the objecti-
ves, the proportion of women on 
salary scale 12 or higher rose to nine 
percent by the end of 2012. 

Research into ‘departing’ 
women

In 2011, a soundboard group was 
appointed consisting of representa-
tives from the three FOM institutes 
that have an infl uence on the recruit-
ment and selection of women for posi-
tions at salary scale 12 and higher, and 
two external members from male-
dominated organisations with a suc-
cessful top women policy. This sound-
board group, in consultation with the 
FOm/f Committee, has prioritised the 
action plan that FOM had compiled. Of 
the action points selected in 2011, 
FOM devoted most attention in 2012 to 
research into departing women. The 
aim of this research is to fi nd out the 
reasons why women quit physics/sci-
ence after leaving FOM, and what FOM 
can do (more) to counter this trend. 
FOM is interested, for example, in the 
specifi c reasons of women either to 
quit or remain working in the fi eld of 
physics or for FOM. What is needed to 
help women develop further within the 
organisation or outside it, and how can 
FOM contribute to this? 

Two meetings were held to gain ideas 
and insights. The fi rst meeting was set 
up to itemise the considerations, 
motives and obstacles for staying 
within FOM or leaving FOM among 
those directly affected. The second 
meeting was set up to share the 
results of this inventory with the FOM 

management, with the aim of gaining 
an insight into the considerations that 
women in FOM make and the obsta-
cles that women in FOM encounter 
with respect to a career at FOM. 

It was decided beforehand that the 
outcomes of these meetings would not 
be summarised in a report but that 
various outcomes would be tackled as 
pragmatically as possible. The conclu-
sions and recommendations from the 
research are given in the text box 
below.

FOm/f

In the context of the FOm/f incentive 
programme one individual postdoc 
grant was awarded. The list of female 
physicist networks, with which cur-
rent vacancies can be brought to the 
attention of female physicists, has 
recently been revised. The new list is 
available on the website. FOM did not 
award the Minerva Prize this year; this 
is awarded once every two years.

Meetings

Once every two years 
FOM organises the 
FOm/f Symposium in 
English for women who 

do research within physics, whether 
that be at a university, research insti-
tute or in industry. The symposium 
was held at Woerden Castle on 8 June 
2012. With 99 participants, the day 
was far busier than the previous occa-
sion. Prof.dr. Maria Antonietta Loi 
(University of Groningen), drs. Floor 
van de Pavert (Single Quantum) and dr. 
Olga Igonkina (Nikhef) each held a 
presentation. In addition there were 
four workshops and plenty of opportu-
nities to exchange experiences. This 
was once again a very successful day. 

Personnel of FOM in 2012, in number of people as of 31-12-2012

 WP/V WP/T oio TP/T TP/V AOP/T AOP/V total

AMOLF 12 34 66 9 37 6 27 191
DIFFER 20 13 32 2 47 7 25 146
Nikhef 36 35 52 10 69 4 24 230
FOM offi ce           15 45 60
BUW 11 104 362 10 10     497
total 79 186 512 31 163 32 121 1124

WP/V  permanent scientifi  c personnel
WP/T  temporary scientifi  c personnel (mainly postdocs)
TP/V  permanent technical personnel
TP/T  temporary technical personnel
OP/V permanent support staff
OP/T  temporary support staff
BUW  workgroups at universities

The 99 participants at the FOm/f Symposium 2012 at Woerden Castle. 
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Conclusions and recommen-
dations from the research 
into departing women

1 organise FOM-wide communica-
tion workshops

2 pay attention to the theme at the 
workgroup leaders meeting 
during the Physics@FOM 
Veldhoven 2013 congress

3 collect stories about the added 
value of diversity in the scientifi c 
team

4 approach the 30 women who did 
not respond to the call or could 
not be present and involve them 
in this process

5 investigate what the reasons are 
for men to leave science and 
compare these with the reasons 
that apply to women

6 start the intended pilot for the 
mentor programme now 

7 profi le the existing coaching 
programmes more
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Financial policy

\

FOM’s most important fi nancial 
management instrument is the 
budget, which is established for a 
period of several years. FOM only 
awards grants to programmes, 
projects and other activities if there 
is suffi cient fi nancial space in the 
budget. For each new strategic plan 
the Governing Board re-establishes 
the main areas in which FOM funds 
for research activities will be spent.
The budget that FOM spends each 
year on exploiting FOM activities 
and investing in these mainly 
comes from the Divisional Board for 
Physics and the Governing Board of 
NWO. FOM also receives funding 
from the European Union, the Dutch 
government and from collaborating 
with universities and industry.

In 2012, fi ve new research program-
mes (the so-called Vrije programma’s) 
were awarded funding with a total 
budget during the course of six years 
of 9.9 million euros. In the autumn 
2011 round of the FOM-Projectruimte, 
which was concluded in April 2012, a 
total of 14 projects were awarded fun-
ding (13 of which in 2012). The total 
amount awarded was 5.9 million 
euros. In the spring 2012 round of the 
Projectruimte 6 million euros was 
awarded to 13 projects and in the 
autumn round of 2012 one project has 
been awarded funding so far (comple-
tion in 2013). 

In 2012, FOM received 95.1 million 
euros, of which 72.7 million euros 
from the principal fi nancier NWO and 
the remaining 22.4 million euros from 
collaboration with third parties, gover-
nment contributions and other benefi -
ciaries.

Looking ahead

The current (February 2013) fi nancial 
perspectives for FOM are far from 
positive. Not only is there less money 

to spend because the budget of NWO 
is decreasing but it must also be spent 
differently due to the infl uence of the 
top sectors policy. FOM’s mission con-
tinues to be realising excellent funda-
mental research, but a curtailment of 
the opportunities for curiosity-driven 
work in favour of research inspired by 
applications appears to be unavoid-
able. This could unfortunately result in 
FOM’s ‘research purchasing power’ in 
2015/2016 being about twenty per-
cent lower than in 2011. It is therefore 
clear that drastic changes to FOM’s 
budget, and therefore in the realisa-
tion of the current strategic plan, can-
not be avoided.

On 30 October 2012, the Governing 
Board approved the Executive Board’s 
proposals concerning the implementa-
tion of the budget cuts that FOM faces. 
The total cuts in 2013 structurally 
amount to 2.1 million euros per year 
and will have the consequences stated 
below. 

The planned Cross-Disciplinary Pro-
grammes will not be rolled out and the 
budget involved (1 million euros per 
year) will be scrapped. An underlying 
consideration of this decision is that a 
lot of interdisciplinary and multidisci-
plinary research already takes place 
within the IPPs, strategy programmes 
and Vrije FOM-programma’s. With 
effect from 1 May 2013, it will once 
again be possible to continuously sub-
mit proposals in the FOM-Project-
ruimte. The budget for strategy pro-
grammes will be structurally increased 
by 2.5 million euros per year. The bud-
get for Vrije FOM-programma’s will 
structurally decrease from 2014 
onwards by 1.6 million euros per year. 
However, the remaining budget will 
then be so low that it is no longer effi -
cient to organise a funding round each 
year. It has therefore been decided 
that the last annual funding round will 
be held in 2014 and that after this a 
funding round will be held once every 
two years starting in 2016 (for this the 
budgets from two years will be com-
bined). The budgets for the IPPs and 

other activities will remain the same. 

It has been decided to decrease the 
mission-related envelope of the insti-
tutes (the sum of the mission budget 
and what can be further acquired from 
the programmatic resources within 
FOM) by 400,000 euros. The FOM 
offi ce will make savings of 50,000 
euros. 

In the coalition agreement of 29 Octo-
ber 2012, it is stated that an additional 
150 million euros will be made avail-
able for strengthening fundamental 
research, of which 50 million euros 
will come from reprioritisations. A 
substantial part of this extra funding is 
intended for enabling parties to com-
pete for additional funding from the 
European research programme Hori-
zon 2020. At the same time, the new 
government continues to insist that 
NWO will shortly contribute 275 mil-
lion euros to the top sectors. The pres-
sure on the natural sciences discipli-
nes to contribute to the top sectors will 
continue to be unabatedly high and to 
take precedence with respect to any 
extra funding that becomes available. 
However, the new approach also pro-
vides opportunities. For example, the 
government is doubling the budget for 
the TKI allowance as an extra incen-
tive for companies to invest more in 
public-private partnerships within the 
framework of the top sectors policy.

At the time this yearbook was publis-
hed, the government made an impor-
tant announcement. In the letter from 
the Minister for Economic Affairs 
(Henk Kamp) and State Secretary for 
Education, Culture and Science (drs. 
Sander Dekker) to the Dutch House of 
Representatives dated 11 February 
2013 about the elaboration of the coa-
lition agreement, a considerable incre-
ase in the NWO budget was announced 
for strengthening the knowledge eco-
nomy. During the course of 2013 the 
exact consequences of this measure 
will undoubtedly become clearer.

Outreach & education

FOM’s communication policy 
focuses on profi ling FOM as a nati-
onally and internationally success-
ful research organisation and on 
activities to promote physics 
among future researchers and 
other interested persons. To this 
end the external communication 
focuses on interested parties and 
the media but also on students and 
potential FOM researchers.

In 2012, FOM produced a series of 
short fi lms about FOM, working at 
FOM and FOM research at the institu-
tes and in the university workgroups. 
These can be found on the FOMphy-
sics YouTube channel. 

››› www.youtube.com/FOMphysics

In September, FOM launched a fi lm 
competition entitled Keeping it 
fundamental for PhDs: they were 
challenged to make a short attractive 
fi lm for a wide public in which they 
explained the research they do and 
why they do it. From the eight submis-
sions a jury chose a top three on the 
basis of creativity and clarity. These 
entrants were given the chance to 
make a professional fi lm with a por-
trait of themselves as a researcher. 
These fi lms were shown during the 
Physics@FOM Veldhoven 2013 con-
gress. Both the submissions and the 
new fi lms have been posted to the 
FOMphysics YouTube channel and the 
website wetenschap101.nl. 

Follow FOM!
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Film makers Hannie van den Bergh 
and Jan van den Berg followed Nik-
hef’s ATLAS programme leader prof.
dr. Stan Bentvelsen over a period of 
four years during his search for the 
Higgs particle. At the start of July this 
fi lm was quickly supplemented with 
fantastic footage from Sicily with pro-
fessor Peter Higgs. On 4 July, the 
documentary was fi nished just on time 
to be transmitted on television in the 
evening. Higgs: Into the heart of 
imagination had already been crow-
ned with the Grand Prix earlier in 2012 
during the second edition of the 
Film&Science festival.

Pupils & students

FOM funds various initiatives in pri-
mary and secondary education to 
make pupils enthusiastic about a 
degree in physics or the technical 
sciences. The Technology Tourna-
ment for primary school pupils and  
the Eureka Cup for high school 
pupils are two such examples. 
Furthermore, teachers can work 
one day a week at a FOM institute 
for a period of one year to gain 
experience of fundamental 
research. They can use their newly 
acquired knowledge to get pupils 
excited about physics. FOM has a 
vested interest in its PhDs having 
benefi ted from good undergraduate 
programmes. It therefore funds the 
study trips and symposia of the 
physics student associations.

HiSPARC is a project in which secon-
dary schools form a network together 
with scientifi c institutions in order to 
measure cosmic radiation with extre-
mely high energy. HiSPARC offers stu-
dents the opportunity to take part in 
real research, the results of which will 
actually be used the fi nd out more 
about these rare and mysterious cos-
mic particles. In 2012, the network 
consisted of ninety measurement sta-
tions spread throughout the country. A 
start was also made with a similar 
network in the United Kingdom where 
the fi rst measurement station was 
operational in October 2012. The 
annual HiSPARC symposium took 
place this year on 5 April 2012 in Lei-
den. This day is intended for teachers 
and students who participate in the 
project. During the symposium the 
students present, for example, the 
subject cluster assignments they have 
made in the context of HiSPARC. Stu-
dents who produce the best assign-
ment win a study trip to CERN. This 
year’s winners were Gijs Bouman, 
Sam Huizing and Cees de Wit from the 
Etty Hillesum Lyceum in Deventer.

Thirteen secondary school students 
came to DIFFER as part of their sub-
ject cluster assignment to carry out 
tests with the special Paschen curve 
experiment. This experiment further 
builds upon the lesson module 
‘Nuclear fusion’ developed by DIFFER 
for the school subject NLT (Physics, 
Life and Technology).

On 2 March 2012, 35 high school stu-
dents from the upper school years of 
pre-university education participated 
in the International Masterclass 
on Particle Physics at Nikhef. After 
several introductory courses, the par-
ticipants were given the opportunity to 
study collisions between elementary 
particles using real data from the LHC. 
This annual event takes place at the 
same time at other research institutes 
throughout the world, and includes a 
live videoconference with CERN to dis-
cuss the results.

Teachers

FOM has made a budget available 
to offer several secondary school 
teachers a part-time research posi-
tion (with a year contract) at the 
three FOM institutes. The aim of 
this initiative is to give teachers an 
impulse in their own professional 
practice which will be benefi cial to 
their pupils. With this initiative FOM 
wants to develop links with schools 
and to encourage more pupils to 
study physics.

For the school year 2012/2013, FOM 
has made eight positions of 0.2 fte 
available for a period of one year. 
Seven pre-university education tea-
chers have been placed at Nikhef and 
one at DIFFER. This is the last year 
that FOM is funding this activity. Due 
to the cutbacks this project will no lon-
ger continue.

Instead of the annual Master course 
for teachers at Nikhef, 24 teachers 
attended the network meeting ‘Parti-
cle Physics’ in April this year. The 
Steunpunt Natuurkunde Amsterdam 
organised this new meeting during 
which a lecture on particle physics 
was also given. 

In 2012, Nikhef organised a three-day 
teachers’ programme for the third time 
in collaboration with CERN. Once 
again the interest was considerable: 
half of the teachers who applied could 
go to CERN at the end of September. 
The programme consisted of lectures 
and visits to the experiments.

FOM in Dutch newspapers.
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About FOM
31-12-2012

People in FOM
number of personnel

 79 permanent scientifi c staff

 186 postdocs

 512 PhDs

 347 support staff

 1124 FOM total

 Organisation of the research
 3 FOM institutes: AMOLF, DIFFER & Nikhef

 203 working groups at universities

 55 Vrije FOM-programma’s

 14 Industrial Partnership Programmes

 187 FOM-Projectruimte projects

 FOM’s fi nances
annual turnover

       99,2 million Euros

 Annual output FOM
 71 PhD theses

 1634 scientifi c papers

  (refereed)

 2667 other publications

 12 patents

Contact

Foundation for Fundamental Research on Matter

Postal address: PO Box 3021

3502 GA Utrecht, the Netherlands

Visiting address: Van Vollenhovenlaan 659

3527 JP Utrecht, the Netherlands

+31 (0)30 600 12 11  |  info@fom.nl  |  www.fom.nl

FOM is part of the Netherlands Organisation 

for Scientifi c Research (NWO).


